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Abstract
Purpose: The blood vessel gives key information for pathological changes in a variety of diseases. In
view of the crucial role of blood vessel structure, the present study aims to establish a digital human
blood vessel standard model for diagnosing blood vessel-related diseases.
Methods: The present study recruited eight healthy volunteers, and reconstructed their bilateral upper
extremity arteries according to CTA. The reconstructed vessels were segmented, registered, and merged
into a bunch. After being cut by continuous cut planes, the dispersion of the blood vessel bunches on
each cut plane were calculated.
Results: The results demonstrated that the middle segment of the brachial artery, the proximal segment
of the ulnar artery, and the middle and distal segments of the radial artery had a low degree of dispersion.
A standard blood vessel model was finally established by the integral method using the low-dispersion
segments above. The accuracy of the standard blood vessel model was also verified by an actual
contralateral vessel, which revealed that the deviation between the model and the actual normal
contralateral brachial artery was relatively small.
Conclusion: The structure of the model was highly accordant with the real ones, which can be of great
help in evaluating the blood vessel changes in blood vessel-related diseases, bone and soft-tissue tumors,
and creating accurate surgical plans.

Introduction
Blood circulation is of critical significance for life maintenance. It is extensively involved in various
metabolic functions, such as oxygen and carbon dioxide exchange, digestion and absorption, and urine
formation, to name just a few. The blood vessel is the basis of blood circulation, and the pathological
changes of blood vessel structure can cause crucial damage of tissues, resulting in a variety of
diseases[1-4]. The blood vessel structure is unquestionably of great significance for the diagnosis,
evaluation, and treatment of diseases, and the high incidence of angiopathy cannot be ignored. Infantile
hemangioma is the most common benign tumor of infancy, with a incidence of 4.5%, which adequately
depicts the perniciousness of blood vessel-related diseases[5].
Computed tomography angiography (CTA), magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), X-ray arteriography,
Doppler blood vessel ultrasound, and other related technologies provide a pivotal imaging basis for the
analysis of blood vessel structure, and consequently play a crucial diagnostic role in diseases involving
renal vessels, coronary vessels, liver vessels, and so on [6-8]. However, there is still a considerable gap
between the collected imaging data and the actual lesions. The limitations of two-dimensional (2D)
image data lead to the deficiency of stereoscopic and intuitive recognition, which significantly highlights
the necessity to transform the traditional planar anatomical information into three-dimensional (3D)
structure.
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By the 3D reconstruction of 2D image data, the structure and scope of blood vessels in the lesion region
can be efficiently elucidated. Whereas, to optimize the diagnostic accuracy of blood vessel relevant
diseases, it is believed to be of vital importance to compare the reconstructed blood structure of patients
with a representative standard blood vessel reference. The idea of using symmetrical blood vessels on
the contralateral side of the lesion as a reference was found to be useful, but the effect of this was clearly
limited when dealing with lesions that occur in the asymmetric blood vessels. In addition, for the vast
majority of patients undergoing primary disease screening, an extra CTA on the healthy side is not
feasible due to increased operation time, trauma, cost, and other issues. Thus far, there was no
representative reference standard for the 3D structure and location of blood vessels, which further
resulted in difficulties in unified computer processing and surgical planning. Based on the foregoing
situation, this study analyzed and integrated the reconstructed CTA data of eight volunteers based on
image registration and fitting technology. After investigating the appropriate blood vessel segments, an
innovative registration and fitting methodology has been preliminarily proposed to establish a 3D digital
standard blood vessel model with verified accuracy. Such a model can provide a practical and promising
reference for the diagnosis and treatment of blood vessel-related diseases.

Materials And Methods
Volunteer Recruitment and CTA Data Acquisition
For this study, a total of eight healthy adult volunteers (28.4±8.8 years, range 22-49 years, eight men) with
relatively consistent height and weight were recruited. The demographics of the group are provided in
Table 1. During the examination, the volunteers were instructed to follow the standard anatomical
position as much as possible, to make the results more uniform. Their CTA image data of bilateral upper
extremity arteries were collected using the SOMATOM definition flash CT machine (Siemens Healthcare,
Germany). The scanning range was from head to foot, the scanning voltage was 120kV, and the layer
thickness was 1.5mm. The obtained CTA data of all eight subjects were stored in DICOM 3.0 standard
data format. To obtain clearer and more accurate arterial structures, the scanning was processed in the
arterial phase. During CTA, the volunteer was in the supine position.
The present study was based on the ethical principles of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki. The protocol of
this study was approved by the local ethics committee prior to recruitment of volunteers, and all
individuals involved in the study had written informed consent.
Reconstruction and Segmentation of Bone and Blood Vessel
The CTA data of eight subjects were analyzed and processed by Mimics Medical 20.0 (Materialise,
Belgium). The regions of bone were divided by threshold 150-250 HU. The corresponding 3D models were
further reconstructed from the divided bone CT region.
The borders of arteries were completely divided according to the CTA image data. The 3D blood vessel
structure of the eight subjects on the right side were further reconstructed. A morphological interpolation
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method was used to calculate the shape of bone and blood vessels between the adjacent CT slices. After
the 3D blood vessel model was reconstructed, the bifurcation of the radial and ulnar arteries was chosen
as a demarcation point, and the blood vessels were further divided into brachial artery, ulnar artery, and
radial artery.
Upper Extremity Artery Registration
After being divided into brachial artery, ulnar artery, and radial artery, the reconstructed blood vessel
structure data of the right upper extremity arteries were transformed into STL data together with the upper
extremity bone structure. The 3D reconstruction structure of the volunteers was further processed by
Mimics 3-matic Medical 12.0 (Materialise, Belgium) to conduct upper extremity artery registration.
The process of bone and blood vessel registration was based on the point-to-point registration function in
the Mimics 3-matic Medical 12.0 software. The bone structures of all eight subjects were divided into the
humerus, ulna, and radius, and three marker points on each bone were selected by senior physicians
(Figure 1). Specifically, the three marker points of the radius are the styloid process of the radius, the
center of the head of the radius, and the volar margin of the ulnar notch of the radius. The three
landmarks of the humerus are the upper lateral side of the small nodule, the upper lateral side of the large
nodule, and the tip of the inner epicondyle. The three landmarks of the ulna are the tip of the olecranon,
the styloid process of the ulna, and the center of the carpal joint surface of the ulna. A volunteer whose
posture was relatively consistent with the anatomical posture during CT acquisition was selected from
the eight volunteers as the standard reference, and each bone of the other seven volunteers was moved
under the instruction of the software to align the position of the marker points with the standard
reference.
In the process of bone registration, the brachial artery, ulnar artery, and radial artery also moved together
with the corresponding bone to achieve blood vessel registration. Specifically, the brachial artery
corresponded to the humerus, the ulnar artery corresponded to the ulna, and the radial artery
corresponded to the radius. The relative position relationship between the blood vessel and its
corresponding bone remains unchanged in the registration process. After registration, the position and
direction of bones and blood vessels were unified, forming a blood vessel bundle.
Dispersion Analysis of Different Segments of Blood Vessel Bundle
The bundle was further transected by consecutive cut planes with 5-mm intervals. Because the initial
point of each vessel was different after registration, the cut planes started from the position that
consisted of all eight vessels in the blood vessel bundle and continued to the radial artery and the ulnar
artery. According to the interval of 5 mm, the whole length of the brachial artery was divided into 73 cut
planes, and the ulnar and radial arteries, as a whole, were divided into 31 cut planes. According to the
direction of blood vessels, among the cut planes of the brachial artery, the 1st to the 13th were vertical cut
planes, the 14th to the 20th were oblique cut planes, and the 21st to 73rd were horizontal cut planes. All
cut planes of the ulnar and radial arteries were horizontal.
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The orthogonal coordinate system was established on each cut plane with the intercut line of the cut
plane and the sagittal plane as the Y-axis and the intercut line of the cut plane and the coronal plane as
the X-axis. On each cut plane, each blood vessel left a section, whose shape was mostly irregular, but
almost circular. Employing the centroid calculation function of Mimics 3-matic Medical 12.0 (Materialise,
Belgium), the centroids of the sections were obtained. After the eight centroids of the eight vessels on a
same cut plane were calculated, eight pairs of X and Y coordinates of centroids were recorded, and the
standard deviations of X and Y were further calculated, to indicate the degree of dispersion of the blood
vessel bundle on this cut plane. All cut planes that had a low degree of dispersion constituted the
appropriate low-dispersion blood vessel segments that can be further used for fitting the standard blood
vessel model.
Fitting the Reconstruction of the Standard Blood Vessel Model and the Accordance Evaluation
The average X coordinate and Y coordinate of eight centroids were calculated as the standard coordinate
reference; the average area of eight irregular blood vessel sections were calculated as the standard area
reference. A standard circle was created, with the standard coordinate reference being its center and the
standard area reference being its circular area.
All the circles on cut planes were successively connected using the morphological interpolation method
of Mimics 3-matic Medical 12.0 (Materialise, Belgium). Next, a curved irregular cylinder with varying
directions and diameters was formed, which was regarded as the standard blood vessel model of the
right upper limb artery.
In addition, after the CTA data of the left upper limb artery of each case was obtained, the 3D structures
of the left upper limb artery were also reconstructed. After a simple mirror symmetry administration,
according to the position of the bone, the calculated right side standard blood vessel model was
registered to a random actual left upper limb artery. After registration, according to the consistency of the
two vessels in the spatial location, the accordance of the standard vessel model was evaluated.

Results
The Location and Direction of Blood Vessels Were Effectively Unified after Segmentation and
Registration
After 3D reconstruction, the CTA upper limb arteries and bone structures were clearly presented and
morphologically conformed to the general anatomy. The humerus, ulna, radius and corresponding
brachial artery, ulnar artery, and radial artery were properly divided (Figure 2A).
The overall structures of the blood vessels in the eight subjects before and after segmentation and
registration are respectively shown in Figure 2B and 2C. It can be seen that after registration, the location
of the eight blood vessels was relatively accordant and the direction was relatively consistent, forming a
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relatively neat blood vessels bunch, which can preliminarily represent the general structure trends of
human blood vessels.
The Middle Segment of the Brachia Artery, the Proximal Segment of the Ulnar Artery, and the Middle and
Distal Segments of the Radial Artery were Appropriate Low-dispersion Segments
The dispersion degree results of each cut plane starting from the subclavian artery are shown in Figures
3A and 3B. It can be seen that at the right subclavian artery where the blood vessel bunch started, the
distribution of the blood vessel location was relatively scattered, with a high degree of dispersion. With
the cut planes moving toward the middle segment of the brachial artery, the relative distance of blood
vessels gradually shortened, and the degree of dispersion gradually decreased and remained stable.
Among them, in the range of the 19th to the 70th cut plane, the dispersion degrees of X and Y were both
less than 6 mm with the length being approximately 26 cm, which significantly demonstrated that the
distribution of blood vessels was relatively concentrated. When the continuous cut planes moved to the
branches of the ulnar and radial arteries at the end of the brachial artery, the distribution of the blood
vessel bunch gradually became scattered again and the dispersion increased slightly.
With respect to the dispersion degree of the ulnar artery, it can be seen that only the initial proximal
segment was relatively low, whereas the distribution of blood vessels in the middle and distal segments
gradually dispersed. The cut planes with the dispersion of X and Y less than 6 mm were the 1st to the
12th, with a length of approximately 6 cm. As for the radial artery, the dispersion degrees of X and Y were
less than 6 mm from the 4th cut plane to the 31st cut plane, and the total length was approximately 13.5
cm (Figures 3C, 3D and 3E).
The Standardized Blood Vessel Model Was In Accordance with the Actual Blood Vessels
As shown in Figures 4A and 4B, the direction of the standard model and the actual blood vessel was
basically the same, and the locations were close to or even coincided with each other. Figures 4C, 4D, 4E
and 4F show the high accordance between the standard model of the brachial artery, the radial artery, and
the ulnar artery and the actual blood vessel, especially the aforementioned low-dispersion segments. The
results collectively show that the standard human blood vessel model was representative of the
anatomical structure of human blood vessels and could have great potential for application in medicine.

Discussion
As the structural basis of blood circulation, blood vessels are closely associated with the occurrence and
development of tumor and diverse relevant diseases[9]. Studies have shown that liver cancer, colorectal
cancer, and breast cancer can induce blood vessels to extend into the tumor to provide nutrients[10-12].
The evaluation of blood vessel malformation and displacement can be crucially important for surgery
and for follow-up with comprehensive therapy[13]. For blood vessel diseases, compared with the 2D
planar image data, the 3D blood vessel reconstruction is of much higher accuracy in showing blood
vessel structure[14]. It can provide a 3D visual impression in the diagnosis of coronary atherosclerosis,
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hemangioma, renal artery malformation, and other diseases, and potentially has the ability to decrease
intraoperative bleeding, reduce contrast agent dosage, shorten the operative time, and decrease the
radiation dose[15-17]. Whereas, thus far, the standardized blood vessel model, which can serve as an
essential basis for evaluating 3D blood vessel structural changes and play a critical role in blood vessel
disease diagnosis and surgical planning, has not been reported. In view of this, based on the 3D
reconstruction, registration, and fitting of CTA images, the present study preliminarily proposed the
methods of establishing a standardized blood vessel model.
To reduce the objective influence of somatotype difference on blood vessel structure, adult volunteers
with the similar height, weight, and body mass index (BMI) were recruited. In addition, considering the
potential differences in structure and location of blood vessels between different genders, only male
volunteers were selected in this study to ensure that the standard model established was representative.
Because the CTA data of all eight subjects were in the arterial phase when their image data were
collected, the CT value of the artery was significantly higher than that of the vein, nerve, and other
surrounding soft tissues, which facilitated the division of the artery structure. As a result of the gap
between adjacent cut planes in CTA scanning of artery and bone structure, a morphological interpolation
method was used to ensure that the interested structure could be presented stereoscopically according to
the 2D image data, relatively consistently with the real structure.
Registration was the basic step of establishing the standardized blood vessel model. Because the upper
limbs of different subjects had different bending angles and rotation angles when collecting CTA data,
and to make the bones and blood vessels of different volunteers calculable in a unified reference system,
it was necessary to align the positions of the bones and blood vessels of the volunteers, that is to say,
registration. In addition, because the larger arteries of the human body have relatively uniform trends of
location and direction, it is also necessary to eliminate the errors caused by the flexion, extension, and
rotation of the upper limbs through segmentation of bones and blood vessels.
It has been reported that active moving anatomical markers, such as the heart surface, or manually
installed body surface markers were used as the marker points for registration[18-20]. In this study, we
used the skeleton as the marker points to ensure that the registration results were more stable and
accurate, because the skeleton had no position change during image acquisition. At the same time, there
was no need to install additional artificial markers, thus simplifying the operation. In addition, in this
study, the registration marker points were all determined manually by senior physicians, because
compromising results have been reported after the software automatically selected the marker points for
automatic registration[20]. Through the unified registration reference points on the skeleton, the skeleton
and the corresponding blood vessels of different positions can be registered, by which the error caused by
the limb angle and length can be eliminated, making the data of different volunteers comparable. The
blood vessel bundle formed by registration will have a relatively uniform blood vessel direction, which has
been delineated in the present study, forming the basis for further blood vessel fitting. For the same
marker points, the larger the volume of the holistic matching part, the larger the matching error becomes.
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In our previous exploration experiment, the whole body skeleton had been registered as a whole with the
upper limb skeleton providing the marker points for matching. However, great deviation was found at the
shanks and feet, far away from the upper extremity, which undoubtedly could not provide guaranteed
accuracy for further blood vessel fitting. In similar studies, there were also reports that the registration
employing marker points far from the interested area became ineffective, necessitating manual
recalibration [18]. In our study, we used segmental registration, which focused exactly on the local area.
Utilizing the nearby bones, the segmented blood vessels of the upper limbs underwent precise
registration, improving the accuracy of the subsequent standard blood vessel model fitting.
The processes of dispersion analysis and blood vessel fitting were the next core steps in creating a
standardized blood vessel model. The calculation of blood vessel dispersion has been reported, but it
was mainly focused on the micro-vessel; moreover, the degree of dispersion was largely estimated using
pixel and image processing[21-23]. Therefore, in this study, in which we aimed to find the distance
between the macro-vessel structure, it was innovative to use the integration method to accurately
calculate the dispersion degree and fit the standard vessel model. In the present study, through
calculation, it was found that the proximal and distal segments of the brachial artery had high degrees of
dispersion, which were not suitable to serve as basic segments for standardized blood vessel model
fitting. This high dispersion was particularly obvious in the proximal segments, which might be
accounted for by the subclavian artery. During CTA data collection, raising or distaling the shoulder will
significantly change the relative position relationship between the humeral head and the sternoclavicular
joint, after which the arteries between those two will demonstrate completely different directions.
Meanwhile, respiratory movement will also lead to the continuous change of thoracic cavity volume,
leading to the relative displacement of the blood vessels close to the thoracic cavity and even motion
artifact[18, 19, 24, 25]. By instructing volunteers to take a unified posture for image acquisition, or using
some simple fixing stents, this type of dispersion will be reduced. In addition, it is worth mentioning that
most blood vessels in the human body will not have such a large, uncorrectable deviation due to the
change of posture. Therefore, this method of establishing standard blood vessel model through
segmentation, registration, and fitting was valuable and innovative for the evaluation of most of the
blood vessels in the human body.
The accordance of the standard blood vessel model was evaluated by actual contralateral blood vessels.
And, a high degree of coincidence between them was evident. In view of the symmetry of the blood vessel
development in both upper limbs with respect to normal people, the satisfactory accordance has excellent
medical value.
There were some limitations in this study. Initially, the calculated standard model can be more accurate
and targeted by grouping the subjects by different genders and heights, and calculating the standard
model respectively. However, these methods were not achievable due to the limited sample size. Second,
the blood vessel centerline has been reported to be employed for automatic blood vessel segmentation,
while in the present study, the inefficient method of manual segmentation was still in use[20]. Third, the
point cloud, iterative-closest-point matching algorithm, and semiautomatic rigid 3D registration have been
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shown to be capable of registration with promising results[19]. Instead, in this study, a simple point-topoint registration with three marker points was used, potentially causing some imprecision. Finally, the
iterative method was demonstrated to be able to achieve optimization of registration through repeated
calculation, which can serve as a complement in our follow-up study[26].

Conclusions
The present study showed that the human standard blood vessel model based on image registration and
fitting technology has promising representativeness for blood vessel structures in the human body, and
can further provide a fast, practical, and innovative model for the diagnosis and treatment of relevant
diseases.
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Table
Table 1: volunteer demographics (n=8)
Age (years)

28.4±8.8

Male

8/8 (100%)

Height (cm)

172.3±5.9

Weight (kg)

68.3±9.8

BMI

27.8±7.5
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Figures

Figure 1
Schematic diagram of registration marker points on bones. A, the three marker points of the radius, with
the red, yellow, and blue arrows showing the styloid process of the radius, center of the head of the radius,
and volar margin of the ulnar notch of the radius; B, the three marker points of the humerus, with the red,
yellow, and blue arrows showing the upper lateral side of the large nodule, the upper lateral side of the
small nodule, and the tip of the inner epicondyle; C, the three marker points of the ulna, with the red,
yellow, and blue arrows showing the tip of the olecranon, the styloid process of the ulna, and the center of
the carpal joint surface of the ulna.

Figure 2
Segmental registration and blood vessel bunch construction. A. schematic diagram of upper limb
skeleton and blood vessel division; B, the front view of three-dimensional blood vessel bunch before
registration; C, the front view of the three-dimensional blood vessel bunch after registration showing a
more orderly vascular structure. The structure was further roughly directionally divided into horizontal,
oblique, and vertical segments and marked with red, yellow, and green arrows, respectively.
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Figure 3
Calculation of 3D blood vessel bundle dispersion. A, three-dimensional schematic diagram of brachial
artery dispersion with the red arrow showing that the structure in the middle segment of brachial artery
was relatively neat and consistent; B, result of brachial artery dispersion with the blue line indicating the X
coordinate and the orange line indicating the Y coordinate; C, three-dimensional schematic diagram of
radial and ulnar arteries dispersion with the green arrow showing that the structures in the proximal
segment of the ulnar artery were relatively neat and consistent, and the middle and distal segments of the
radial artery had similar promising results, shown by red arrows; D, result of ulnar artery dispersion with
the blue line indicating the X coordinate and the orange line indicating the Y coordinate; E, result of radial
artery dispersion with the blue line indicating the X coordinate and the orange line indicating the Y
coordinate.
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Figure 4
Accordance evaluation between the standard blood vessel model and the actual contralateral blood
vessel. A. The overall schematic diagram of standard model accordance, with pink indicating standard
brachial artery model, gray indicating the standard ulnar artery and radial artery model, and red indicating
the three-dimensional reconstruction of the actual blood vessel on the left side of a random volunteer. It
can be seen that the calculated standard blood vessel model was highly accordant with the actual blood
vessel in direction and structure. A cut plane was also marked in this figure; B, a schematic diagram of
sections on the aforementioned cut plane, with gray arrows indicating the section of calculated standard
blood vessel model of the right side (circle), and red arrow indicating the actual blood vessel section
(irregular), which demonstrated that these two were highly accordant in structure and direction; C, the
schematic diagram of the standard blood vessel model accordance evaluation of the brachial artery with
the red arrow showing that the standard brachial artery model was highly accordant with the actual left
brachial artery; D, the 180-degree rotation schematic diagram of standard blood vessel model accordance
evaluation of the brachial artery with the red arrow showing that the standard brachial artery model was
still highly accordant with the actual left brachial artery; E, the schematic diagram of the standard blood
vessel model accordance evaluation of the ulnar artery and radial artery with the red and blue arrows
showing that the standard radial artery model was highly accordant with the actual left radial artery, but
the standard ulna artery model was not; F, the 180-degree rotation schematic diagram of the standard
blood vessel model accordance evaluation of the ulnar artery and radial artery with the red and blue
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arrows showing that the standard radial artery model was highly accordant with the actual left radial
artery, but the standard ulna artery model was not.
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